Buyback of ATMs and Spare Parts
Exatec ATM buys about 2 000 ATMs yearly and hundreds of Spare Parts. After delivery, all machines
and parts are identified, and depending on the models and the quality, we dismantle the machines for parts,
or renew them as whole ATMs. We mainly buyback ATMs and Cash Dispensers, but also Kiosks and
even deposit machines, safes, TCD, TCR, Coin Rolls Dispensers…
Exatec ATM buys ATMs:
x De-installed after normal use,
x vandalized or damaged,
x new, on overstock or after modification of selected models, or due to technical problems for
homologation.
We buy from one single unit to withdraw in emergency, till several hundreds of units planned for the
several years. In the cases of replacing programs on mid-term or long term, the unit price will be given in
advance, quarter per quarter, or for each semester.
Logistics is managed by Exatec ATM and its cost is included in our global charges. Exatec ATM has
signed partnership agreements that make us able to offer de-installation from the fields. Contact us to
confirm the conditions related to your country.
Usually, the ATMs are available on a logistic platform, machines being on pallets, ready for shipment.
You can find all the details in our general conditions, available on request.
The buyback price is not linked to the year of manufacturing but depends on :
x the model of ATM,
x the technical configuration : type of reader, PC, keyboard, monitor, deposit…
x the type of safe : a heavy safe is more expensive for the transport as well as the final destruction.
x the upgraded modules installed in the last 5 years : new PC, reader, keyboard…
x The non-standard options are usually lowing the price such as ink mechanism, a specific color or
PC, alphanumeric keyboard…
x The number of ATMs will help to determine the transport expenses per ATM. The unit cost usually
varies from 50 euros to 500 euros per ATM.
Exatec ATM buys back ATMs from :
x banks,
x deployers,
x manufacturers and resellers when they sell brand new ATMs to replace the used ones, or for
overstocks to sell,
x other partners and brokers.
Our procedures do comply with the European regulations regarding waste management and give full
satisfaction to our suppliers in addition to an important income.
Exatec ATM buys back sets of parts in the following cases:
x new parts overstocked after rollout,
x used parts withdrawn after rollout of new models,
x defect parts withdrawn by the maintenance.
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